94 oldsmobile achieva

The Oldsmobile Achieva is a front-wheel drive compact sedan and coupe that was introduced
by Oldsmobile for the model year. The Achieva replaced the GM N-body Cutlass Calais after its
final model year, and ended production after the model year. The Achieva was a compact car
produced by the General Motors' Oldsmobile division from to and was available as a sedan or
coupe. Available engines included different versions of the Oldsmobile-developed 2. All were
replaced for by a revised 2. While a five-speed manual transaxle was initially offered as the
standard base transmission , most Achieva models were sold with three-speed or four-speed
automatic transaxles. The Achieva was last sold as model year , after which it was replaced in
the Oldsmobile lineup by the Alero for the model year. The Achieva was first seen as a concept
car at the Chicago Auto Show , positioned to replace Oldsmobile's compact Calais models. The
Calais and Achieva share the same front wheel drive N-body architecture including identical
wheelbase. The Achieva started regular production for the model year. The W41 coupe was
introduced by Oldsmobile in on the Cutlass Calais and offered through on the Achieva. The
Achieva SCX replaced the previous Cutlass Calais W41 as the best handling, highest power
output compact car in the Oldsmobile's lineup as well as being the last performance
"W-Machine" Oldsmobile would offer. The SCX is a higher-performance version of the SC sports
coupe and as such utilized the SC's deeper front bumper cover with standard fog lamps, lower
body side cladding, rear bumper cover with dual exhaust tip cut-outs, as well as a unique
Wspecific silver colored stripe around the lower body moldings, "W41" decals on the front
fenders, and "Achieva SCX" decals at the leading edges of the doors. The suspension changes
included larger diameter direct-acting front sway bar over the base Achieva, a wider rear axle
with dual rear sway bars, " Computer Command Ride " CCR electronically adjustable struts and
shock absorbers, as well as higher spring rates and bushing changes. A similar CCR electronic
suspension was also offered as an option on the Achieva SC as well as the platform-mate Buick
Skylark and works similar to the systems offered on Cadillac and Corvette models of the time.
This engine was complemented by a unique version of the Getrag -licensed, GM-Muncie built
Getrag five-speed transmission with special second and fifth gears as well as a different final
drive ratio for quicker acceleration and better gearing to keep the engine in its power band. The
normal C60 RPO code models included bright red, 42 medium garnet red, black, aqua, 50 neon
blue, white, and 11 gray cars. The normal C60 RPO code models included black, bright red, 20
medium garnet red, 73 aqua, 8 neon blue, 70 white, and 5 majestic pearl cars. For the second
year of production, all Achieva models saw a reduction in power across the engine lineup due
to changes made to comply with stricter emission requirements. This resulted in all engine
outputs being 5 horsepower 3. Other changes for included a revised front engine mount and
changes to the Quad 4 block casting to address criticism for that engine's NVH characteristics.
For , a driver-side airbag was added as a standard feature, [2] and the Buick-developed 3. The
models added more standard features, include standard air conditioning and daytime running
lamps, and a new dashboard featuring revised gauges and a passenger-side airbag. The new
base engine was a 2. There were little changes other than reduced trim levels and options for
the final two model years. The final model year for the Achieva was , with the majority of sales
going to fleet customers. The Achieva was complemented at the end of its production run by
the slightly larger Cutlass which overlapped Achieva production from to Both models were
replaced in the Oldsmobile lineup by the Alero for The Cutlass and Alero were built on a
redesigned GMX N-body platform that shared little chassis and platform architecture with the
Achieva. Achieva production ended on December 4, As of , Oldsmobile is the only GM division
other than Chevy Sonic to accomplish this feat and only one of two American brands along with
Chrysler's Eagle Talon ''91 to accomplish it in the s. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Cutlass Supreme. Mid-size station wagon. Cutlass Cruiser. Delta Eighty Eight. Ninety Eight.
Full-size station wagon. Custom Cruiser. Personal luxury. I have had my Oldsmobile Achieva for
about 5 months, but it has been in the family for about 7 yrs. Recently with , miles on it the
cylinder head cracked, the motor mounts were going out, and I needed a new water pump. To
avoid very high repair bills, I went ahead and dropped a used quad four with about 53, miles on
it in my car, especially since transmission is still in good repair. Overall the car has run great. It
has had a few small issues here and there but it hasn't been that much of a problem for the

family. The I-4 has adequate acceleration and handle is ok. Fortunately its an Oldmobile so it is
a very comfortable car. It's an okay car, it gets me where to go. The electrical system gave out
entirely. There's nothing working in this car no more. It juste starts and that's it. There has been
an alternator replaced and it's a very costly car to maintain. It stinks in the electric department.
What happened was the electric system shorted out, draining the battery in less than an hour,
so we needed it disconnected. It's aroun for parts and a big load of money to fix. This car is a
real pain in the neck ever since i bought it. I got it with miles and during the first year i had to
take it to dealer to have it checked twice. It has also broken down at least three times and has
cost me a lot of money. I can't wait to dump this car. Recently I bought a second car, a Honda
now that is a well built machine. My friends please stick with the japanese. I've had no trouble
with the Achiva, and it runs great. Ours only has 70, miles on it and it seems like it'll go until , I
have only had this car for a year and I have only been able to put 6k miles on it. It has been in
and out of the shop. It is a quick car and it occasionally get me to where I need to go. The
transmission hose is constantly blowing off and the power windows motors are always dying. I
think mine is just a bad seed but I wouldn't take the chance. Also has had many many starters.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Achieva. View Photos. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1
star. My Baby! It's an olds, what to expect? Items per page:. Write a review See all Achievas for
sale. Sponsored cars related to the Achieva. Sign Up. Quick Links Download this manual.
Automobile Oldsmobile 88 Owner's Manual pages. Service Station Information. First Edition.
Last Page Page 4 Marketing Services Ltd. All rights reserved. Printed in USA. Your new
Oldsmobile continues a year tradition of engineering excellence. Page 6 Quad 4 engine.
Versions of the 4-cylinder, valve Quad 4 propelled Oldsmobiles roads and racetracks to new
standards of economy and performance. Today, the aIl-wheel-drive security in the Oldsmobile
Bravada of SmartTrak continues that proud tradition of meaningful technology. Page 7 O w n e r
S a t i s f a c t i o n The quality we built into your new Oldsmobile gives the confidence to back it
with the Oldsmobile Edge-the most comprehensive owner satisfaction program in the industry.
The Edge gives you Page 9 Part Service Appearance Care Here the manual tells you how to
keep your Oldsmobile running properly and looking good. Part Maintenance Schedule This part
tells you when to perform vehicle maintenance and what fluids and lubricants to use. Part 8:
Customer Assistance Information In the gray caution area, we tell Page 11 Vehicle Symbols
These are some the symbols you w i l l find on your vehicle. Slide the seat to vhere you want it.
Lower the front of the seat by holding the switch down. Center Control B : Move the seat
forward or back by holding the control to the front or back. Page 16 Seats Head Restraints Slide
the head restraint up or down so that the top of the restraint is closest to the top of your ears.
Your seatback will move back and forth freely, unless you come to a sudden stop. Then it will
lock into place. This figure lights up as a reminder to buckle up. In many states and Canadian
provinces, the law says to wear safety belts. When the bike hits the block, it stops. But the child
keeps going! Take the simplest vehicle. Then stop the The person keeps going until stopped
vehicle. The rider doesn't stop. In a real vehicle, it could be the windshield or the instrument
panel or the safety belts! Page 21 With safety belts, you slow down vehicle does. You get more
time to stop. You stop over more distance, and your strongest bones take the forces. Page
Driver Position Be aware that there are special things to know about safety belts and children.
And there are different rules for smaller children and babies. If a child will be riding in your
Oldsmobile, see the section after this one, called Children. Page 23 That can happen if the door
was slammed shut very hard. Just close the door a l l the way, then slowly open it. However,
you nay need to unbuckle it in an! To unbuckle the automatic belt, just push the button on the
buckle. To reattach the automatic belt: Close and lock the door. The belt is buckled in the wrong
place. The shoulder belt is worn under the arm. It should be worn over the shoulder at all times.
The belt is twisted across the body. Here are the most important things to know The system
checks for electrical malfunctions, and the light tells you if there is a problem. You will see this
light flash for a few seconds when you turn your ignition to Run or Start. In moderate to severe
frontal or near- frontal collisions, even belted occupants can contact the steering wheel. The air
bag supplements the protection provided by safety belts. There are parts of the air bag system
in several places around your vehicle. See Driver Position, earlier in this part. Adjust the seat to
see how, see Seats ir the Index so you can sit up straight. Page 31 Here's how to wear properly.
Pick up the latch plate and pull the belt across you. Don't let it get twisted. Push the latch plate
into the buckle until it clicks. If the belt stops before it reaches the buckle, tilt the latch plate and
keep pulling until you can buckle it. Rear Safety Belt Comfort Guides for Children and Small
Adults comfort Rear shoulder belt guides will cornfort for childsen who provide added have
outgrown child restraints and for small adults. Page 33 There is one guide for each outside
passenger position in the rear seat. You will find them tucked in between the seatback and the

interior body, about half-way down the edge of the seatback. Here is how you should install the
comfort guide on the shoulder belts: Pull the elastic cord out from between the edge of the seat
back Make sure that the shouldel belt crosses the shoulder. To remove and store the comfort
guides, just perform these steps in reverse order. Page Children To make the belt shorter, pull
its free end as shown until the belt is snug. Buckle, position and release it the same way as the
lap part of a lap-shoulder belt. You may find these instructions on the restraint itself or in a
booklet, or both. These restraints use the belt system in your vehicle, but the child also has to
be secured within the restraint to help reduce the chance of personal injury. Page 37 If your
child restraint has a top strap, it should be anchored. If you need to have an anchor installed,
you can ask your Oldsmobile dealer to put it in for you. If you want to install an anchor yourself,
your dealer can tell you how to do it. Push and pull the child restraint in different directions to
be sure it is secure. Page 39 Make the belt as long as possible by tilting the latch plate and
pulling it along the belt. Put the restraint on the seat. Follow the instructions for the child
restraint. Secure the child in the child restraint as the instructions say. See the earlier section
rbout the top strap the child restraint one. You can make the belt longer by tilting the buckle and
pulling it along the belt. If you have the choice, a child should sit next to a window so the child
can wear a lap-shoulder belt and get the additional restraint a shoulder belt can provide. After a
very minor collision, nothing may be necessary. But if the belts were stretched, as they would
be if worn during a more severe crash, then you need new belts. Page 46 Notes Page 47 Notes
Page 50 for the rhe ignitian keys ignition jdy. But you can have a lot of trouble getting into your
vehicle if you ever lock your keys inside. You may even have to damage your vehicle to get in.
So be sure you have extra keys. To unlock the door, slide the locking lever Power Door Locks
With power door locks, you can lock or unlock all the doors of your vehicle from the driver or
front passenger door lock switch. Page 53 When the interior lights off, they will fade out.
Remote Lock Control OPTION If your Oldsmobile has this option, you can lock and unlock your
doors or unlock your trunk from up to feet m away using the key chain transmitter supplied with
your vehicle. Page 55 Check the transmitter operation. Rear Door Security Locks Your
Oldsmobile is equipped with rear door security locks that help prevent passengers from
opening the rear doors of your vehicle from the inside. To use Page 56 Vehicle theft is big
business, especially in some cities. Although your Oldsmobile has a number of theft deterrent
features, we know that nothing we put on it can rnalte it impossible to steal. However, there are
ways you can help. Page 57 Parking at Night Park in a lighted spot, close all windows and lock
your vehicle. Remember to keep your valuables out of sight. Put them in a storage area, or take
them with you. Make sure the lockout feature is not activated. Page 59 To open, pull the glove
box handle toward you. The switch stays in the Run position when the engine is running. Page
61 To restart when you're already moving, use N Neutral only. If you do, you could damage the
transaxle. Shift to P Park only when your vehicle is stopped. And the excessive heat can
damage your starter motor. The dealer can give you the best advice for that particular area.
Page 65 Ensure the shift lever is fully in P Park range before starting the engine. Your
Oldsmobile has a brake-transaxle shift interlock. You have to apply your regular brake before
you can shift from P Park when the ignition key is in the Run position. Page 67 Here are some
times you might choose 3 instead of D When driving on hilly, winding roads. When towing a
trailer, so there is less shifting between gears. When going down a steep hill. Second Gear :
This position gives you more power but lower fuel economy. This light will show you when to
shift to the next higher gear for best fuel economy. When this light comes on, you can shift to
the next higher gear if weather, road and traffic conditions let you. Push down the parking brake
pedal with your left foot. If the ignition is on, the brake system warning light will come on. To
Release the Parking Brake: Hold the regular brake pedal down. Page 71 Move the shift lever into
P Park position like this: Hold in the button on the lever. Push the lever all the way toward the
front of your vehicle. Move the ignition key to Lock. Remove the key and take it with you. If you
can walk away from your vehicle with the ignition key in your hand, your vehicle is in P Park.
You have to apply your regular brake before you can shift from P Park when the ignition is in
the Run position. See the Index under Automatic Transaxle. But if you ever have to, here are
some things to know. Tilt Steering Wheel tilt steering wheel allows you to adjust the steering
wheel before you drive. You can also raise it to the highest level to give your legs more room
when you exit and enter the vehicle. In addition, each passenger door has a control switch for
its own window. These positions allow you ta signal turn or a lane change. To signal a turn,
move the lever all the way up or down. When the turn is finished, the lever will return
automatically. This can really help on long trips. Page 78 Features di Controls 3. Press in the
SET button at the end of the lever and release it. Take your foot off the accelerator pedal. T o
Resume a Set Speed Suppose you set your cruise control at a lesired speed and then you apply
the ,rake or clutch pedal. Page 79 The accelerate feature will only work after you turn on the

cruise control by pushing the button. To Reduce Speed While Usin. Page 81 Headlight High-Low
Beam Changer To change the headlights from low beam to high or high to low, pull the turn
signal lever all the way toward you. Then release it. When the high beams are on, a blue light on
the instrument panel also will be on. Push the button to turn the fog lights on. An indicator light
near the button will glow when the fog lights are on. When using fog lights, the parking lights or
low beam headlights must be on. Page 83 It also comes on when you open the doors or turn on
the courtesy lights. Battery Rundown P rotection Your Oldsmobile is equipped with a Battery
Rundown Protection feature designed to protect your vehicle's battery. When any interior light
trunk, reading, This can be very useful in light rain or snow. Water can cause the solution to
freeze and damage your washer fluid tank and other parts the washer system. Adjust the driver
side outside mirror with the control lever on the driver's door. Page 87 Visor Vanity Mirror Open
the visor cover to expose the vanity mirror Armrest Storage Compartment The front armrest
opens into storage You may also place coins in the appropriate slots in the coin holder. Rear
Seat Cup Holder To access the rear seat cup holder, pull the door down. Page 89 Ashtray and
Lighter Lift the cover to reveal the ashtray. To clean the ashtray, lift it out by pulling up on the
snuffer. To clean the rear ashtray, pull rearward and then press down on the snuffer. Page 90 To
Close the Sunroof Press the front of the switch to close the glass panel. The sunshade can only
be closed by hand. The sunroof glass panel cannot be opened or closed if your Oldsmobile has
an electrical failure. Page 91 Put the cargo against the rear rail and fasten it securely to the
luggage carrier. For more information on vehicle capacity and loading, see the Index under
Loading Your Vehicle. Page 93 The Instrument Panel- Your Information System Your instrument
panel is designed to let you know at a glance how your vehicle is running. Be sure to read them.
Page 96 used in the U. Warning Lights, Gages and Indicators This section describes the
warning lights and gages that may be on your vehicle. None of these show a problem with your
fuel gage: At the gas station, the gas pump shuts before the gage reads F Full. It takes a little
more or less fuel to fill up than the gage indicated. Engine Coolant in the Index. This indicates
that your mgine is not receiving enough oil. The mgine could be low on oil, or could lave some
other oil problem. It does not monitor engine oil level when the engine is running. Additionally,
an oil level check is only performed if the engine has been turned off for a considerable period
of time allowing the oil normally in circulation to drain For good braking, though, you need both
parts working well. Page Then start the engine again to reset the system. This light should come
on when the ignition is on, but the engine is not running, as a check to show you it is working.
Page Notes Your vehicle also has the flow-through fentilation system described later in this
section. This setting brings in the outside air, but directs it in two ways. The cool air is directed
to the upper portion of your body through the instrument panel outlets, but slightly warmer air
is directed through the heater ducts and defroster vents. Your vehicle also has the flow-through
ventilation system described later in this section. The left control h o b sets the fan speed. Page
Ventilation Use when outside temperatures are mild, and little heating or cooling is needed.
Turn the right control lmob to VENT. Air flow is directed through the instrument panel outlets.
Set the center knob to thetemperature desired. Heating Turning the right control knob to HEAT
Heater and the center knob clockwise will send heated air through the heater ducts, and some
through the Page , Flow-Through Ventilation System Your Oldsmobile's flow-through ventilation
system supplies outside air into the vehicle when it is moving. Outside air will also enter the
vehicle when the fan is running. Please read about the system in your vehicle. Hearing damage
from loud noise is almost undetectable until it is too late. Press SEEK to set the minute. If a
station is weak or noisy, reduce the treble. BASS: Slide this lever up to increase bass, or down
to decrease it. Press SET, and within five seconds press any two adjacent pushbuttons at the
same time. Whenever you press these two buttons again, the preset station will be tuned in. The
buttons have other uses when you are playing a compact disc. Tune in the desired station. If
you keep pressing the NEXT button, the disc will keep advancing to other tracks. Turn the
ignition to the Accessory or Run position, and turn the radio off. Press station preset buttons 1
and 4 at the same time. Page Care of Your Cassette Tape Player A tape player that is not
cleaned regularly is subject to reduced sound quality, ruining the cassette, or damaging the
mechanism. Tape cassettes that are not properly stored in their plastic cases away from
contaminants, direct sunlight, and extreme heat may not operate properly and could cause
premature failure of If the mast should ever become slightly bent, you can straighten it out by
hand, If the mast is badly bent, as it might be by vandals, you should replace it. Please start with
a very important safety device in your Oldsmobile: Buckle up. Belts in the Index. Page
According to the American Medical Association, a pound 82 kg person who drinks three ounce
bottles of beer in an hour will up with about 0. Page Your Driving and the Road true for brain,
spinal cord and heart injuries. That means that if anyone who has been drinking driver or - is in
a crash, the chance of passenger being killed or permanently disabled is higher than if that

person had not been drinking. This light on the instrument panel will go on when you start your
vehicle. Suddenly an animal jumps out in front of you. You slam on the brakes. The traction you
can get in a curve depends on the condition of your tires and the road surface, the angle at
which the curve is banked, and your speed. First apply your brakes. It is better to remove as
much speed as you can from a possible collision. Then steer around the problem, to the left or
right depending on the space available. But skids are always possible. In the steering or
cornering skid, too much speed or Page Your Driving and the Road and lose cornering force.
And in the acceleration skid too much throttle causes the driving wheels to spin. A cornering
skid and an acceleration skid are best handled by easing your foot off the accelerator pedal. If
your vehicle starts to slide, ease your foot off the accelerator pedal and quicltly steer the way
you want the Page Slow down, especially on higher speed roads. Your headlights can light up
only much road ahead. In remote areas, watch for animals. Night Vision No one can see as well
at night as in the daytime. Replace your windshield wiper inserts when they show signs of
streaking or missing areas on the windshield, or when strips of rubber start to separate from the
inserts. Page If it needs service, have it done before starting out. Page Here are some things
you can check before a trip: Windshield Washer Fluid: Is the reservoir full? Are all windows
clean inside and outside? Wiper Blades: Are they in good shape? Lights: Are they all working?
Are the lenses clean? Tires: They are vitally important to a Page Be alert to these and take
appropriate action. Winter Driving Here are some tips for winter driving: Have your Oldsmobile
in good shape for winter. Be sure your engine coolant correct. Page You may want to put winter
emergency supplies in your trunk. Include an ice scraper, a small brush or broom, a supply of
windshield washer fluid, a rag, some winter outer clothing, a small shovel, a flashlight, a red
cloth, and a couple of reflective warning triangles. You should probably stay with your vehicle
unless you know for sure that you are near help and you can hike through the snow. Page
Recreationul Vehicle Towing If your vehicle has a manual transaxle, you can tow your vehicle
behind another vehicle for use at your Page To pull a trailer correctly, follow the advice in this
section, and see your Oldsmobile dealer for important information about towing a trailer with
your vehicle. Do not tow a trailer if your vehicle is equipped with the 2. Page You can ask your
dealer for our trailering information or advice, or you can write us at Oldsmobile Customer
Assistance Network P. Page Your Driving and the Road Meight of the Trailer Tongue The tongue
load A of any trailer is an mportant weight to measure because it iffects the total capacity
weight of your rehicle. The capacity weight includes. Page may be provided by the hitch
manufacturer or by the trailer manufacturer. Always leave just enough slack you can turn with
your rig. And, never allow safety chains to drag on the ground. Trailer Brakes Does your trailer
have its own brakes? Be sure to read and follow the Page Your Driving and the Road When
towing trailer, the green arrows on your instrument panel will flash for turns even if the bulbs on
the trailer are burned out. Thus, you may think drivers behind you are seeing your signal when
they are not. Jump Starting Towing Your Oldsmobile Engine Overheating Page Jump Starting If
your battery has run down, you may want to use another vehicle and some jumper cables to
start your Oldsmobile. But please follow the steps here to do it safely. Page Trying to start your
Oldsmobile by pushing or pulling it could damage your vehicle, even if you have a manual
transaxle. If they do, you could get a shock. The vehicles could be damaged, too. Before you
connect the cables, here are some things you should know. Positive will go to positive and
negative Connect it to the positive terminal of the good battery. Use a remote positive terminal if
the vehicle has one. The usual towing equipment is: A Sling-type tow truck B Wheel-lift tow
truck Car carrier If your vehicle has been changed or Page When your vehicle is being towed,
have the ignition key off. The steering wheel should be clamped in a straight-ahead position,
with a clamping device designed for towing service. The transaxle should be in N Neutral and
the parking brake released. Page Problems on the Road Towing from the front-Vehicle Hook-up
Before hooking up to a tow truck, be sure to read all the information on Towing Your
Oldsrnobile earlier in this section. Attach T-hook chains into the slots in the bottom of the floor
pan, just behind the front wheels, on both sides. Page Towing from the Rear-Vehicle Hookup
Before hooking up to a tow truck, be sure to read all the information on Towing Your
Oldsmobile earlier in this section. Also be sure to use the proper hook-up for your particular
vehicle. Attach T-hook chains on both sides Page Always use T-hooks inserted in the T-hook
slots. Attach a separate chain to each side of the axle inboard of the spring. See the under
Temperature Gage. The costly repairs would not be covered by your warranty. If there seems to
be no leak, check to see if the electric engine fan is running. If the engine is overheating, the fan
should be running. So use the recommended coolant. You can remove the coolant surge tank
pressure cap when the cooling system, including the coolant surge tank pressure cap and
upper radiator hose, is no longer hot. With the coolant surge tank pressure cap off, start the
engine and let it run until you can feel the upper radiator hose getting hot. In any rear blowout,

remove your foot from the accelerator pedal. Get the vehicle under control by steering the way
you want the vehicle to go. Page Turn the center retainer nut on the compact spare tire housing
counterclockwise to remove it, then lift the tire cover. You will find the jacking instructions label
on the underside of the tire cover. Remove the wing bolt securing the compact spare tire,
spacer and wheel wrench by turning it countercloclnvise. Page Problems on the Road Using the
wheel wrench, remove the wheel nut caps if your vehicle has them and loosen all the wheel
nuts. On some models, a cover plate must be removed to find the wheel nuts. Carefully use the
wedge end of the wheel wrench to pry it off. Page NOTICE: Raising your vehicle with the jack
improperly positioned will damage the vehicle or may allow the vehicle to fall off the jack. Be
sure to fit the jack lift head into the proper location before raising your vehicle. Page Problems
on the Road Remove any rust or dirt from the wheel bolts, mounting surfaces and spare wheel.
Place the spare on the wheel mounting surface. Replace the wheel nuts with the rounded end of
the nuts toward the wheel. Tighten each nut by hand until the wheel is held against the hub.
Page Tighten the wheel nuts firmly in a criss-cross sequence, as shown. Store the wheel cover
and wheel nut caps in the trunk until you have the flat tire repaired or replaced. Keep your spare
and its wheel together. Page Here you will find information about the care of your Oldsmobile
This part begins with service and fuel information. Page Oldsmobile Service Manual. It tells you
much more about how to service your Oldsmobile than this manual can. To order the proper
service manual, see Service Publications in the Index. Your vehicle has an air bag system. Page
In addition, some gasoline suppliers are now producing reformulated gasolines. These
gasolines are specially designed to reduce vehicle -emissions. General Motors recommends
that you use reformulated gasoline. By doing so, you help clean the air, especially in those
parts of the country that have high ozone levels. Always be sure the fuel door is closed and
latched after refueling. To open the fuel door on the right rear quarter panel , pull the fuel
access handle on the floor by the driver's seat. Before closing the hood, be sure all the filler
caps are on properly. Then just let the hood down and close it firmly. Page 2. Brake Fluid
Reservoir 3. Air Cleaner 4. Page Underhood Light Your parking lights or headlights must be on
for the underhood light to function when you open the hood. Your Oldsmobile dealer is ready to
advise if you think something should be added. If your vehicle has this option, see Engine
Coolant Heater in the Index. Page How to Check Because this operation can be a little difficult,
you may choose to have this done at your Oldsmobile dealership Service Department. If you do
it yourself, be sure to follow all the instructions here, or you could get a false reading on the
dipstick. Page How to Check Because this operation can be little difficult, you may choose to
have this done at an Oldsmobile dealership Service Department. Page If you have a problem
with Engine engine overheating, see Overheating Index. Protect against rust and corrosion. You
can also use a recycled coolant conforming to GM Specification M with a complete coolant flush
and refill. Page What Refer to the Maintenance Schedule to determine what kind of fluid to use.
See Recommended Fluids and Lubricants in the Index. Failure to use the proper fluid can cause
leaks and damage hoses and seals. Page If you do, wash it off immediately. See Appearance
Care in the Index. Brake Wear Your Oldsmobile has front disc brakes and rear drum brakes.
Disc brake pads have built-in wear indicators that make a high-pitched warning sound when the
brake pads are worn and new pads are needed. Page Vehicles we design and test have
top-quality GM brake parts in them, as your Oldsmobile does when it is new. When you replace
parts of your - for example, when You never have to add water to one of these. Page Both Sides:
Twist the lock ring counterclockwise turn and pull out the bulb assembly. Unclip the bulb
assembly from the wiring harness. Reverse steps to replace the bulb assembly and headlight
housing. See your Oldsmobile dealer if you have any further questions. Windshield Wiper Blade
Replacement Replacement blades come in different types and are removed in different ways.
Page These tires are warranted by the tire manufacturers and their warranties are delivered with
every new Oldsmobile. If your spare tire is a different brand than your road tires, you will have a
tire warranty folder from Page Tire Inspection and Rotation To make your tires last longer, have
them inspected and rotated at the mileages recommended in the Scheduled Maintenance
Schedule. See Waintenance Services Index. M e r the tires have been rotated, adjust the front
and rear inflation pressure as shown on the Tire-Loading Information label. Page If the wheel
leaks air, replace it except some aluminum wheels, which can sometimes be repaired. See your
Oldsmobile dealer i f any of these conditions exist. Your dealer will know the kind of wheel you
need. Page Some are dangerous if you breathe their fumes in a closed space. Page Use a
vacuum cleaner often to get rid of dust and loose dirt. Wipe vinyl or leather with a clean, damp
cloth. Your Oldsmobile dealer has two GM cleaners, a solvent-type spot lifter and a foam-type
powdered cleaner. They will clean normal spots and stains very well. Special Cleaning Problems
Greasy or Oily Stains Such as grease, oil, butter, margarine, shoe polish, coffee with cream,
chewing gum, cosmetic creams, vegetable oils, Page High pressure vehicle washes may cause

water to enter your vehicle. Finish Care Occasional waxing or mild polishing of your Oldsmobile
may be necessary to remove residue from the paint finish. You can get GM approved cleaning
products from your dealer. Page These brushes can take off the protective coating. You can use
a stiff brush with the cleaner. When applying a tire dressing always take care to wipe off any
overspray or splash from painted surfaces. Page Sheet Metal Damage If your vehicle is
damaged and requires sheet metal repair or replacement, make sure the body repair shop
applies anti- corrosion material to the parts repaired or replaced to restore corrosion protection.
Foreign Material Calcium chloride and other salts, ice melting agents, road oil and tar, tree sap,
bird droppings, chemicals from industrial chimneys, and other foreign Airborne pollutants can
fall upon and attack painted surfaces on your vehicle. This damage can take two forms: blotchy,
ringlet-shaped discolorations, and small irregular dark spots etched into the paint surface.
Some add-on electrical equipment can keep other components from working as they should.
Page Headlight Wiring The headlight wiring is protected by a circuit breaker in the fuse block.
An electrical overload will cause the lights to go on and off or, in some cases, remain off. If this
happens, have your headlight system checked right away. Windshield Wipers The windshield
wiper motor is protected by a circuit breaker and a Page Not all air conditioning refrigerants are
the same. Compression Ratio Engine Oil Filter 2. Page So please read this part and note how
you drive. If you have any questions on how to keep your vehicle in good condition, see your
Oldsmobile dealer, the place many owners choose to have their maintenance work done. Page
This section tells you the maintenance services you should have done and when you should
schedule them. Your Oldsmobile dealer knows your vehicle best and wants you to be happy
with it. Page The services shown on this chart up to 60, after 60, miles at the same intervals.
Page The services shown on this chart up to 60, miles after 60, miles at the same intervals.
MILES 20 The proper fluids and lubricants to use are listed in Section D. Make sure whoever
services your vehicle uses these. All parts should be replaced and all necessary repairs done
before you or anyone else drives the vehicle. Page 6. See Inspections. Page Maintenance
Schedule Section B: Owner Checks and Services isted below are owner checks and services
which should be performed at the intervals specified to help ensure the safety, lependability and
emission control performance of your vehicle. Whenever any fluids or lubricants are added to
your vehicle, make sure hey are the proper ones, as shown in Section D. See Hydraulic Clutch
Fluid in the Index. A fluid loss Hydraulic Clutch System Inspection in this system could indicate
a problem. Have the system inspected and repaired at once. If it does, you or others could be
injured. Follow the steps below. You or others could be injured and property could be damaged.
Make sure there is room in front of your vehicle in case it begins to roll. Be ready to apply the
regular brake at once should the vehicle begin to move. Page Maintenance Schedule Section
Periodic Maintenance Inspections Listed below are inspections and services which should be
performed at least twice a year for instance, each spring and fall. Make sure any necessary
repairs are completed at once. Throttle Linkage Inspection Replace parts as needed. Check the
transaxle fluid level; add if needed. See Manual Transaxle in the Index. A fluid loss Manual
Transaxle may indicate a problem. Automatic Transaxle Engine oil. Page Maintenance Schedule
Section E: Maintenance Record After the scheduled services are performed, record the date,
odometer reading and who performed the service in the columns indicated. When completing
the Maintenance Performed column, insert the numbers from the Schedule I or Schedule I1
maintenance charts which correspond to the maintenance performed. Page Here you will find
out how to contact Oldsmobile if you need assistance. This part also tells you how to obtain
service publications and how to report any safety defects. Page STEP If after contacting a
member of dealership management, it appears your concern cannot be resolved by the
dealership without further. Our experience has shown that, if a situation arises where you feel
This program may not be available in all states, depending on state law. Canadian owners refer
to your Warranty and Owner Assistance information booklet. Page Oldsmobile dealership, take
your request for an Oldsmobile computerized trip routing or simply answer any questions the
Oldsmobile driver may have about the coverage provided by your Oldsmobile Roadside
Assistance Program. The Oldsmobile Roadside Assistance number is fully staffed and
operational 24 hours a day, days a year. For subscription costs and ordering information call
the toll free number shown in the following text. Page The number to call is You can ask to see
them. Page Product Service Publication Ordering Information Oldsmobile Division service
publications are intended for use by professional, qualified technicians. Attempting repairs or
service without the appropriate training, tools, and equipment could cause injury to you or
others and damage to your vehicle that may cause it not to operate properly. Page Index A B S
ABS Warning Light Adding Brake Fluid Hydraulic Clutch Fluid Page Defects. Rear Window
Defogging Windows Remote Fuel Filler At Night Tire Jump Starting Page Oil. Shifting Into
Shifting Park. Page Service Service Engine Soon Light Page Low Oil Washer Fluid Malfunction
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generation of J-cars wouldn't arrive until '95, in the meantime GM readied a new line of cars
designed to capture the business of repeat customers wanting to move a notch up in size, yet
do so on a budget. Customers expected these new front-drivers to be roomy, trouble-free,
relatively fun to drive, inexpensive to operate, and priced to please even the most modest
budget-a tall order for any car to fill. The resultant trio of family-spec coupes and sedans offered
a good mix of comfort, features, and value, for a palatable price, causing the series to be
considered a success. The Grand Am, with its sporty image, led its siblings in the sales race by
capturing nearly 20 percent of the market niche. Targeted toward a slightly older, more affluent
audience, the Skylark and Achieva soon found themselves trailing in the sales race. Beginning
with the Achieva's '92 introduction, Oldsmobile fueled excitement into the lineup by offering a
performance-leading coupe. Powered by a 2. However, in the years that followed, the raucous
four-cylinder's engine output was reduced in favor of a smoother powerplant. Even in castrated
form, today's horse engine offers enough power to satisfy sporty drivers. This low-production
car set the tone for the series, giving the Achieva a performance flair that helped it stand out
from Oldsmobile's traditionally conservative line, appealing to a more energetic audience. Olds
offered a new six-cylinder engine for '94, a 3. When ordering our long-term car, we decided to
wring this new motor out in a sedan. The only option was the remote-lock package. Our Achieva
also included inch wheels, power windows and door locks, and cruise control. All '94 Achievas
benefited from the addition of several standard features: a driver-side airbag, a tilt steering
wheel, pulse wipers, theater dimming interior lights, and a sophisticated door-lock system. For
added security, the Achieva locks automatically when the gearshift is moved from the Park
position, and unlocks when the ignition is turned off. The Achieva's sharp yet conservative
appearance was the major attraction for the buyers we surveyed. Its restrained lines are
augmented on the SL sedan by sporty touches, such as the upgraded wheels. Unlike the over
driver profiles of other Olds models, nearly 50 percent of surveyed Achieva owners were under
that age. And, there are indications the Achieva is cultivating many future Oldsmobile owners:
More than 80 percent of the owners said they would consider buying another Olds. A
businessman from Nevada wrote, "This is the first American car I've owned in a long time that
was fun to drive and looked good. I will definitely buy another Olds. Owners reported high
overall satisfaction. Beyond the long list of standard features, smooth V-6 power, quiet ride, and
stately appearance, stands a generally underrated midsize sedan. Termed a "driver's car for the
nondriver" in our logbook, the Achieva's handling is adequate but lacks feedback. One editor
described the handling as "standard-issue econocar," but others noted that the ride is
comfortable for daily driving. Owners found it enjoyable to drive, and just over 90 percent of the
survey group described dynamics as excellent or good. The horsepower V-6 engine provides
quick throttle response for merging or passing, yet it sips sparingly from the fuel tank. Overall,
acceleration from the 3. Among owners, however, power was rated highly. An attorney from
Wisconsin wrote, "I'm very glad I got the V-6 engine-it has great pickup and just purrs. We freed
our test car from its daily regimen as a Los Angeles urban commuter when we relocated it back
to Detroit via a cross-country road trip. The seemingly endless highway miles flashed by. In
driving extremes-the stop-and-go traffic of Southern California and traversing the great Western
plains-the Achieva proved itself to be comfortable, reliable transportation, and a sufficiently
stealthy read: nearly invisible long-range mile-eater. However, the extended hours spent in the
car left us with mixed feelings about the interior. The contoured seats proved comfortable for
most body sizes, and the interior was reasonably spacious, with adequate room for back-seat
passengers. There were also some nice touches a swooping dash, plentiful storage nooks , but
they were offset by some awkward features poorly located door handles, hard-to-see gauges. It
seems as if sound engineering was limited by corporate parts buying, resulting in several
details that were out of place in an Oldsmobile, such as dated-looking door switches and radio
face. Sadly absent was a dead pedal for resting your left foot, and wheelwell intrusion limited
foot room. Owners concur, reporting a desire for more leg space, and also for more rear-seat
room. On the other hand, the cavernous Buying a car is largely an emotional experience, and
the owners we contacted felt strongly about their Achievas. Quality was rated highly, and
owners were generally pleased with their cars. Holding with Oldsmobile's reputation among
domestic makers, few problems arose among the respondents' Achievas. Our test vehicle was
completely trouble-free during its one-year and 16,mile tenure-a noteworthy accomplishment, as
regular MT readers will attest. The standard, no-charge Oldsmobile Edge service program
includes a day satisfaction guarantee to ensure that new owners are pleased with their
purchases. If the retail buyer isn't satisfied, Oldsmobile offers credit toward the purchase of
another of its cars certain restrictions apply. Additionally, rust-through protection covers six

years or , miles of use. While one of its vehicles is undergoing a warranty repair, Oldsmobile
dealerships provide local shuttle service for the customer's convenience, and they reimburse
the owner for rental transportation if necessary. These are just a sampling of the benefits
Oldsmobile's Edge program provides to all Olds customers. Other pluses include hour roadside
assistance, emergency lock-out service, and computerized trip routing. As a car designed to be
all things to all people, the Achieva's bland packaging left our staff uninspired. For those
looking for that old-time standard of comfort, reliability, and low ownership cost, Oldsmobile's
Achieva can fill the bill. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Jeff Bartlett writers Les
Bidrawn photographers. Axle ratio 2. Types of mechanical problems Brakes 3. Specific likes
Style What changes would you like? Better seats 6. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. For
more information go to WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including
chemicals, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other
reproductive harm. For an automobile company that excels in the automotive industry from the
beginning, it is easy to imagine their future for the next decades. Founded by Ransom E. Olds,
the Olds Motor Vehicle Company in Lansing, Michigan that manufacture Oldsmobile vehicles
created several models that became very notable in the face of Michigan as well as the streets
of America. One of these models is the Oldsmobile Achieva. The Achieva was first seen as a
concept car at the Chicago Auto show that was said to replace the Calias because they both
share the same front wheel drive and same wheelbase of platform. The following year, the
Achieva was part of the production line of the Oldsmobile. The S as the standard model has a
horsepower 2. The SL on the other hand houses the horsepower engine that is made optional to
the S model. The SC coupe has the horsepower with 5-speed manual transmission or a 3 speed
automatic. After a year, the Achieva reduces its power due to the stricter emission controls. All
trims were 5 horsepower lower at automatic transmission. The next year gave the entry of the
driver-side airbag as one of the standard features. The 3. All models are automatic
transmissions. In all Achieva trims are reduced to one: S coupe and sedan, which is divided into
two groups according to equipment: Series I and Series II. Driver-side airbag, antilock brakes,
and an air conditioner are standard to every version. Quad 4 with horsepower and 3. The
models add more features including an all-new interior, standard air conditioning, daytime
running light, and a new dash panel featuring revised gauges with passenger-side airbag. The
new base engine is the 2. The final year of the Achieva came as soon as its entry. In , its last
production was made. The Oldmobile Achieva was soon replaced by the Oldmobile Alero. The
Oldsmobile Achieva was a surprisingly powerful four-wheel drive vehicleâ€”especially
considering it was touted as a compact car. It had a decent run between and If you're lucky
enough to still have one of these subdued classics in your stable, then here are a few tips you
should follow to keep things running smoothly and safely. Tires are often very easy to overlook,
and this could be very dangerous. Your tires bear quite a great deal of weightâ€”more than any
part of your car. And any problems with these parts come safety risks that you can't afford. So
first, make sure that they're always properly inflated. For the precise and perfect pressure, crack
open your owner's manualâ€”that is, if you're still sporting the stock tires. Otherwise, make
sure to consult the manufacturer's instructions if you've long since replaced the originals. The
next thing to check for is tread pattern wear. Not only does wear leave you vulnerable to
skidding, but it also indicates greater problems with alignment or suspension depending on
where the wearing occurs. Your car's brakes tend to wear out over time. A good test is to get
your Oldsmobile Achieva rolling slowly. Start with a light tap of your brakes and notice how
your vehicle reacts. Then get it rolling againâ€”keeping the pace and speed lowâ€”and try to
push the brakes harder. What you're looking for here is quick reactivity. If your car takes longer
than a second to react to a brake tap, you're in troubleâ€”make sure to get things checked with
a professional at this point. All mechanically driven machines require a lot of fluids to run
smoothly. Whether its lubrication in the engine or transmission fluid in the gearbox, it should
always be kept at the right level. Dips in the amount of fluid risk both friction and damage to the
components involved. This is especially true if you haven't driven the car for extended periods
of time. In cases of hibernation like that, it pays to have things checked professionally just to
make sure that everything will start and run very smoothly. Make sure that your lights are clean
and clear. Should your lenses start to display fogging that comes with age, they should be
cleaned using a spot of toothpaste. Note, however, that this is a quick fix, and in case this does
not restore your lenses' clarity completely, then you'd better opt for a replacement. There are no
shortcuts when it comes to safety. With a little care for the little things, you can ensure that your
Oldsmobile Achieva will perform well through the years while keeping you and your loved ones
safe all the time. It is really all up to you. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports.
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Achieva Customer Reviews. Replacement Direct Fit Horn - Tone. May 11, The horns fit nicely,
although they were not metal. But, they do the job. Dale Dale. Purchased on Apr 26, Apr 29,
Keep On Jeeping! All thumbs up! East to install and works great! Good quality. Paul J.
Purchased on Apr 09, Oct 01, Great horns for a vintage BMW! They fit perfectly in my BMW E30,
were easy to hook up both power and the ground, and sound great. The price was reasonable,
and the service, email notifications, tracking, and shipping from APW was outstanding. Kim
VanDenBerg. Purchased on Oct 01, Oldsmobile Achieva Guides. Oldsmobile Achieva :
Maintenance Tips for Safety. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement.

